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position turns. On the one hand it impelled some of the Catholics to plan the utmost
extremity against Elizabeth; and on the other hand it united in her defence all such
Englishmen as were disinclined to submit to a foreign decision, even that of the
Sovereign Pontiff, as to who should or should not rule England.
While the custom to-day is to forget the fundamental conditions of the contest,—
and also to overlook King Philip's objection to the Bull, as being more
likely to impede than forward the purpose desired—so likewise the now-
current obiter dicta on Elizabethan happenings often leave out of the reckoning the
English Queen's uncertain temper towards her own ministers and warriors, upon
whose labours she depended for her power and prosperity.
As to Elizabeth's peculiar blend of characteristics, the present historian will
make the minimum of comment until the concluding volume. For only when
looking back upon the forty-four years of her sovereignty is it possible to offer any-
thing approaching a final judgment. Meanwhile if we sometimes feel her changes
of humour perplexing, so also did Burghley, Leicester, and Walsingham.
As to her attitude towards Mary Queen of Scots, it fluctuated; whereas the deter-
mination of her Councillors for the destruction of the captive grew increasingly
resolute and relentless. Had they been born Queen Mary's subjects, and had there
been no menace from Spain, the same English statesmen who brought her to the
scaffold might have been fighting her battles. But in the actual circumstances, her
regal spirit militated against her. Qualities which would have won the devoted
homage of Leicester and Burghley had they regarded Mary as their lawful Sovereign,
were resented in one whose claims they were determined to put aside.
Philip Sidney's complaint that historians frequently assume an air of authority
to cover their ignorance, should become less and less applicable in future: for we are
no longer crippled by such concealment of State Papers as frustrated the writing of
Fulke Greville's intended History of Elizabethan policy.1 But " whosoever wishes
to be cured of ignorance must confess it," as Montaigne used to say.
In any large work even a careful writer may make a mistake, in good faith, by
trusting some " authority " whose dictatorship rests on insecure foundations. But
there need be no harsh blame attached to ail error, unless correction is ignored, ajid
injustices are deliberately circulated anew, with compliments to the "inimitable
style " of the perverters of truth.
To imply that exactitude and style are incompatible, and to imagine that to be
effective a writer must avoid being "pedantically' accurate, is a dangerous doctrine.
The historian's business is not " self-expression," but self-forgetfulness; and also a
capacity for " stretching his mind," as an Elizabethan Chancellor of Cambridge
University expressed it when explaining how to derive the utmost practical use
from lessons of the past.
E.E. Vol. I, pp. xii-xiv.

